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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Graduate instruction leadiRg to, the higher degrees has a long and
interesting history.

During this period of developmont

ther~

are three

well-defined parts, "the first from 1642 to about 1860, which may be
designated as the period of supremacy of the master's degree.
second period from 1860 to 1900, was
development of the Ph. D. degree.

concern~d

The

with the growth and

The third period, from 1900 to the

present, has been characterized by great

di~ersification

of degrees

on both the master's and doctor's levels."l
Until the beginning of this final period little thought or atten
tion was given the question of standards or well defi.ned programs for
graduate degrees.

As an exarop,le, anyone who had taken a bach'31or's

degrae from Harvard "was entitled to the master's degree three years
after graduation on

th~

payment of the usual fge.

The candidate must

also sustain a good moral character".2

l~alton C. John, Graduate Study in Un~versities and Colleges in
the United Stat9s. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education p. 59

2Ibid., p. 4

(1'
. )

2.

Harvard conferred the first earned master of arts degree under new
regulations in 1874, Yale in 1876, Princeton in 1879, Brovm University
in 1888,3 and others have standardizad their requirements durin~ the
period from that day to the early years of the present century.
It appears from studies other than this that the master's and
doctor's degrees are not yet, and it is quite probable that they may
never be completely standa.rdized.

It is perhaps a debatable question

as to whet.her they should. be rigidly prescri-oed.

The comment of

President Wriston, of Lawrence College, concerning this matter is per
tinent and gives one view of this currently interesting problem.
Again the complaint is made that the degree does not mean
anything. Does a.ny present proposal for reform stand a chance
of changin~ t!1e situation? Degr~es have been ~ranted for hundreds
of years. Never until rec::mtly did anyone dreaif. of' standard
degrees. • • • A degrae, historically, was precisely what it
appearad to be, a grant from an institution which gave the stu
dent upon any grounds that s~emed reasonable to it, its imprimatur.
The master's degree was granted later without residence or exam
ination upon the theory that an educated man would keep on growing
intellectually. Only when the tailor-made product of the American
college proved that to be false, was the master's degree made a
de~ree in course; it is scarcely more reputable in consequence.
Degrees granted by an institution were, by courtesy and faith in
its integ:ri ty, recognized els-3where. Th<} recoif-i tic:".'! rested only
upon the assumption of its integrity.
A standardized degree is impossible. The sam3 degree always
means more from some institutions than fro::r, others. Lst us admit
it. Does anyone eXp3ct all the studants who go to an American
college to get their money's worth? They do not get their mon~y's
worth unif'ormly anywhere else.
Whatever structure, system, or measure you adopt, some men
will barely meet your arbitrarily established essentials for your
degr~e.
Others will achieve goals far in excess of any minimum
standard you set.4

an~

4Henry ~erritt Wriston, nThe Int~grity of the College", Sehool
Society, XLIII (August 2, 1936), p. 186

3.

Notwithstanding the view of the standardization of

graduat~

degrees

as presented in the foregoing portion of President Wriston's address,
graduate instruction has assumed form and substance only since the pre
sent program to bring to the graduate degrees more
planni~g

and orderly procedure was inaugurated.

tha~

a semblance of

The instruction is

more purposeful and orderly, the research more fruitful, and the dis
sertation more scholarly.

The added di 6nity given the graduate degrees

oy the program toward standardization is evidenced by the increasing
popularity of the degrees.

In 1890, 1,135 advanced degrees were granted

while in 1930, 16,832 such degrees were awarQed. 5

This marked increase

in interest, while not wholly due to the standardization program, is
certainly heightened by the dignity afforded by the movement.
Problem:

The matter of requirements for graduate degrees is one of

concern. not only to candidates and prospective oandidates for such degrees,
but to deans and other officials of

gra~uate

schools who determine "What

the requirements for graduate degrees shall be.

The problem undertaken in

this study is to determine the status of graduate work in colleges of
education with reference to
degrees.

for granting

~Aster's

and doctor's

Specifically it proposes to answer the following questions in

regard to the
1.

requi~ements

r~quirements

for'the master's degree:

What is the method of adr.rl.ssion to graduate schools?

2 .~ijha. t degree s are conferred?
3.

'wihat are the residence requirements?

5~alton C. John, Graduate StUdy in Universities and Colleges in
the United
States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education, p. 13
x

4.

4.

Are candidates admitted undergraduate?

5.

Vmat is the foreign language requirement?

6.

~bat

7.

nhat i8 the required number of credits for the master's degree?

8.

What credits in education are required?

9.

WrAt is the raquired scholastic grade?

is the time limit for achieving the master's degree?

10.

How much credit may be accepted from outside sources?

11.

How much extension course credit is

12.

How many hours are allowed for the thesis?

13.

ij\hat fina.l examinations are given?

Respecting the

re~J.irements

acceptabl~?

for the doctor's degree, the study

proposes to answer the following questions:
1.

~nat

2.

hhat are the requirements for admission to candidac J' for the

degrees are granted?

doctor's degree?
3.

How much time is necessary to complete the course leading
to the doctor's degree?

4.

~hat

Is the foreign language requirement?

5.

What is the residence requirement?

6.

What is the tim3 limit on candidacy for the doctor's degree?

7.

Is a dissertation required?

8.

~hat

is the nature of the final examination?

It will also be the purpose of the study to call attention to unusual
variations from average

requi~ements.

It seems reasonable to assume that a study embracing one hundred

5.

graduate schools_ chosen at random throughout the United States_ will
give a fair cross-section and that the findings will be as valid as
if all such schools had been included in the study.

No attempt has

been made to select the institutions which have been included_ each
school being studied in order as the literature
one hundred had been investigated.

~~s

available_ until

Some of the nation's most prominent

schools are included as well as some thet are not so widely known.
Some have operated for many years while others are quite new in the
field of graduate instruction.

The findings should have validity and

show definite facts concerning general reqUirements.
Source of materials:

The information contained in the tablas was

secured from current catalogues and bulletins of one hundred colleges
and universities offering courses leading to graduate degrees.

All of

them granted the master's degree and slightly more than half awarded
the doctor's degree.
e,thod:

Thirteen general requirements for granting the master's

degree were made subjacts of tables and when each institution was
studied_ it waS given a

fiumbe~

and checked by placing its number in

each table_ if the information available was adequate.

The literature

did not furnish the information to check each institution in each table'_
but the tables will show that the resultant data is quite adequate.
These thirteen requirements were chosen because they were stressed in
the bulletins studied.

Ten

g~neral

were listed in a like manner.

requirements for the doctor's degree

From these tables it was determined which

requirements were found the greatest number of times_ thus discovering

6.

the prevailing practices among these one hundred schools.

The tables

also show the definite requirements of each individual school to the
extent that they were given in the available literature of the schools.
Difficulties:

Sometimes comparisons were difficult because some

schools grant term-hours, others semester-hours, others course credits,
and so on.

These are stated as clearly as possible in the table.

Some variation in residence requirements was found between the student
who does his work in the regular school ysar and the one who works out
his graduate study in summer school or extension.

Two sem9sters, in

all except one instance noted, will satisfy the residence requirement.
However some few schools that offer summer sessions,

~~ll

accept four

summer terms as fulfilling the residence requirement.
In some instances, the type of final examinations, other than the
usual course examinations, was not clearly described.
clear in every instance whether the

t~esis

It was not made

credit was included in the

total number of credits required for the degree, or the thesis an added
requirement.
tioned.
ment.

The language requirements in most instances were not men

It was assumed in such cases that language was not a require
Tables which appear through Chapter II will show that the language

required is French or Germ~an or both.

When the nature of the candidate'.

course seems to warrant, a language more useful to the student's aims
may be substituted.

Despite these difficulties of comparison, it is rather surprising
that so few variations in standards are found.
degrees seem rather definitely standardized.

Requirements for advanoed
Occasionall~r

a

startli~

7.

departnre from aocepted standards is found and it is interesting to
note that the variations are usually found in institutions of superior
standing~

which indicates pioneering and the possible beginning of

n~

trends in graduate procedure.
In the study of both the master's and doctor's

degrees~

statements

of standards as found in reports of other studies are used as a basis
of comparison with the material secured in this investigation.

Such

comparisons should serve as a check on the validity of the findings
and show the extent to which individual institutions are conforming to
the standards.

It is expected that the average of the findings

i~

each

of the tables will be nearly if not quite the same as the reoommendations
of the special committee of the Association of American Universities.

The committee

~s

appointed for purpose of establishing standards for

graduate stUdy and a summary of their recommendations is found in Chapter
II.

CHAPTER II

REQUIREMENTS fOR THE MASTER'S DEGREE

Research and its findings as set forth in the many theses prepared
by candidates for graduate degrees as well as the other types of research
in the field of education render it praotically impossible to develop
an entirely original subject.

As indicated in Cha.pter I, there has been

much stUdy regarding the requirements for graduate degrees.

The Asso

eiation of American Universities, through the action of a special com
mittee for the purpose of establishing standards for graduate study and
the awarding of graduate degrees, has made signal contributions.

The

report of the committee was accepted unanimously but is not considered
mandatory.
The report reads as follows:
Purposes
The master's degree is variously described as a research degree,
a professional degt"ee, and a cultural degree. • • • Your COffi.'TI.! t
tee is of the opinion that the master's degree should represent the
CUlmination of at laast five years of colleze and universit:; "[ork,
or the equi~alent, in the course of which the student (1) attains a
special competenoy in one or more fields of knowledge as judged by
his information and skills, and (2) develops the power to think
independently and constructively, that is, to find, organize, and
evaluate evidence on a topic in his special field and to formulate
and defend a definite conclusion. • • •
Standards
1.

Prerequisities:

The graduate year for a

(8)

mast~rls

degree as

9.

oonoeived above. • • • should be based upon a baohelor's degree
from a reoognized college. • • • and upon an adequate amount of
underlying undergraduate preparation, inoluding advanoe preparation
in the major subjeot or subjeots. • • •
2. Residenoe: Residenoe of at least one full aoademio year,
or the striot equivalent of summer sessions. • • •
3. Content: The work. • • • should be a unified program
with a definite objective, at least half of whioh should be in a
singlt:~ field.
• • • A material part of the work should be de
sign~d striotly for graduates.

4. Program: The five-year program for a master's degree with
out designation should include a oonsiderable breadth of training in
undergraduate study. A master's degrae with designation may be
awarded for a narrower training.
5. Examination: A final general examination, ~Titten or oral
or both, oovering at least the work offered in the graduate year in
the major field and designed to test power and oorrelation rather
than detailed information, should be required.
6. Transfer of oredits: If a transfer of oredits is permitted,
it may reduoe the oourse requirement, but not the residenoe, and
should be inoluded in the final examination.
1. Credit by correspondence: Graduate credit toward a master's
degree should not be allowed for oorrespondenoe.
8. Thesis: Your oommittee reoommends that a thesis.
be included as a reqUirement for the master's degree. tl6

•

A study embracing 51 institutions, 21 representing the Association
of American Universities, and 24 representing accredited institutions
that are not members, gives findings on the following topics:

Admission

to candidacy for the degree, minimum residence requir3d, minimum number
of hours required, the general character of the program of stUdy, modern
language requirement, thesis, examination, and grades required.

6\"jalton C. John, "Standards for the 'Master's DeGree", School Life.
XXI, (June, 1936), pp. 289-90

10.
Admission to candidacy usually involves the attainment of full
graduate status. the early application for admission to candidacy.
the fulfilli~g of the language requirement, the acceptance of the
progra~ of study and the thesis subject.
• • • the qualifying
examination and final attainment of admission to candidacy. • ••
The minimum length of time required to obtain the master's
degree. • • • with possibly two exceptions is one acadendc or
scholastic year. • • • In most cases the one year requirement
is indicated as the minimum periods of residence and that more
time may be required for meeting departmental requirements.
The maximwn time limit for completing the master's degree.
is indicated in a number of institutions. In 3 cases a maximum
period of 5 years is indicated and in 3 cases 6 years. In 1 school
the master's degree must be gained within 3 years from the time of
registration.
The quantitative requirement of 30 semester-hours, including
a thesis, or 24 semester-hours plus the thesis is a conventional
practice.
In general, a foreign language requirement involving the
knowledge of at least one foreign tongue is essential, but a few
institutions ~ay waive this requirsment.
The thesis is still required in most schools. Only a few
exceptions to this requirement have besn observed. There appears
to be little or no uniformity in the matter of the requirement of
the final examination or in the method of conducting it."2
Admission to candidacy for master's degree.

The usual requirement

for admission to candidacy for graduate degrees is the holding of a
bachelor's degree from a college or university of recognized standing.
In addition, the candidate must prove in a probationary period his
ability to do acceptable work and may be required to pass a qualifying
examine.tion.

2Walton C. John, Graduate Study in Universities and Colleges in
the United States. Bull. 20. 1934. U. S. Bureau of Education,
pp. 141-52

11.
Gene~ally a qua~te~ or a sernaster of demonstrated ability is
sufficient to satisfy the p~ofessor in charge as to the seholnstie
or research ability of the candidate. This is shown usually by
car~ying out a part of the program which has been ag~eed upon and
filed for final approval. The date of filing the application varies
consinerably. In a few cases application must be made very early
in the yea~ in which the student expects to g~aduate. Among prac
tices are the following: Application to be made at the end of 3~
months of the first semester; not later than 4 months before grad
uation; befo~e starting on last half of the year (4i months); not
later than fi~st week of second quarter of residence; not later
than the fourth weaK of the second quarter of residence; befo~e
beginning the qua~ter in which the final examination is to be taken;
not later than the end of the second week of the semester in which
the student expects a degree. In one institution whe~e the require
ment usually involves 2 years of residence, application must be
made at least 1 year before the final examination.

Admission to candidacy may be obtained at different timas in
the different schools. In one case it must be attained not later
than 1 month before graduation; in another case at least 2 months
before graduation, in another case, at least 1 ter:n, 3 months be
fore graduation; in other cases at the beginning of the second
semester; again, not later than 2 weeks after the opening of the
quarter in which the degree is to be granted; in another case
admission must be granted at least 5 months before graduation, and
in another case at least 6 months in advance of graduation." 3
TABLE I.

ADMISSION TO GRADUATE SCHOOL
::

Requirements for Admission
Bachelor's Degree from Recognized School.
equivalent to Bachelor's
Special Examinations • •
Passed by Committee. • •
•
Passed by Dean • • • •
•
Passed by Graduate Board •
After Two Years of College Work.
•

Freq"lencies
.98

Attai~~nt

•

• 7
• 6
• 5
• 2
• 2
• 1

3Walton C. John, Graduate Study in Universities and Colleg"es in
the United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education.
pp. 141-2.

12.
The usual requirement for admission to candidacy for graduate
degrees is the holding of a bachelor's degree fronl a college or univer
sity of recognized standing. as stated in the literature of ninety-eight
of the one hundred institutions included in the study.

Six of these

schools admit candidates who pass special examinations; seTen schools.
or seven per cent of the total institutions included in the study. admit
candidates whose attainment is equivalent to the bachelor's degree;

five

admit candidates passed by a committee; two admit candidates passed by
the Dean; and two admit those passed by graduate boards.

Two institutions

made no mention of admission requirements in the available literature.
The one school that admits candidates who have successfully completed two
years of college or university work, is

JO}lll

Hopkins University, of

Baltimore.
It is apparent that all the schools which have the special arrange
ments listed above for entrance of candidates to graduate instruction.
have made such exoeptions in favor of worthy candidates who do not hold
the bachelor's degree.

The preponderantly average method of admission

is by virtue of holding a bachelor's degree.
It seems that the institutions included in this study. with one
exception, are typicnl in respeot to requirements for admission of can
didates to graduate instruction.

It seems reasonable that graduate in

struction should be reserved to those who have graduated from college or
university.

This assumption is in accord with the standards as defined

by the special committee of the Association of American Universities.

13.
quoted earlier in this chapter, and as revealed by the data contained
in Table I.
Graduate degrees availa.ble in education. "In 1930, there 'Were
139 institutions that offered graduate degrees in education. Of
these 12 offered the A. M. in education; 17, the M. S. in education;
e.nd 24 the master of' educe.tion. At least 101 of the above-mentioned
institutions also of'fered the A. M. degree and 56 the M. S. degree.
In most of' these ce.ses a major in education was pennitted." 4
For the purposes of this study, the following degrees possible to
students in education are listed:
~ster

~~ster

of Arts,

~~ster

of Science.

of Education, Doctor of' Philosophy, Doctor of Education. and

Doctor of Science.

The A. M. degree is the logical degree sought by

possessors of the A. B. degree. the M. S. degree by those who have earned
the B. S. degree. the Ed. M. and Ed. D. degree are planned f'or those
interested in school administration, while the Ph. D. and D. Sc. degrees
are essentially research degrees.
TABLE II.

VP~IOUS

KINDS OF DEGREBS Cu~RENTLY CONFERRED IN
THE IUSTITUTIONS STUDTIT:D.

Degrees

Frequencies

.A. I'".

•
M. S. •
Ph. D. •
Ed. M.
Ed. D.
D. Sc.

··
·

·•
•
•
•
•

• • • •
·
•
•
·
·
·
•
·• · · • ·• '•. ·• ·
· ·
·
• • · · • • • •
· · · • • · • •
•
•

•

•

•

!

·· •• •· ·•
·· •• ·• ••
• · · •
• • • ·

90
56
47

21
20
.1

4Walton c. John, Graduate Stud in Universities and Colle es in the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of ~ducation. pp. 14 -50

14.
Of the schools studied, fifty-six grant the Master of Science
degree, ninety grant the

l~ster

of Arts degree, twenty offer the Doctor

of Education degree, forty-seven award the Doctor of Philosophy degree,
and one offers the Doctor of Science degree.

The Master of Education

and the Doctor of Education degrees are as new as the science of educa
tion itself and are making it possible for school administrators to
achieve higher degrees without the formality of fulfilling the language
and thesis requirements.
The offering of such a range of degrees in education is adequate.
The candidate interested in the research field can pass from the B. S.
degree to the M. S. and Ph. D. degrees.

The student who plans to ac

tively engage in instruction or administration will likely be a candictate for either the A. M. or Ed. M. degree and finally the Ed. D.
degree.

The Sc. D. degree is found so infraquently, that little need

be said about it, other thRn that it is essentially a research degree.
Residence requirements.

The usual residence requirement for granting

the master's degree makes it imperative that the candidate remain in
residence in the institution of his choice for a sufficient length of time
to complete the minimum quantitative course for the degree.

In most in

stances the literature of the schools states that transferred credit may
reduce the course requirements, but does not shorten the term of resi
dence required of the candidate.
This minimum requirement of one year was found to be true by
Blose for a group of 118 schools, which includes the 51 schools of
our list. In a few prominent universities at least 2 full years of
study beyond the bacnelor's degree is required in order to obtain the
master's degree. These include Yale, John Hopkins, and Princeton."S

5r:al ton C. John, Grr;<.:lL1e.~.'::"V:..lc1.y in t'r:,i.Y':':.~.:.i.t~~s_!!.:":l.CcEeljs S h, the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934. U. S. Bureau of Education, pp. 154.

15.

TABLE III.

RESIlJ"..:1'ICg R'E\~UIREMEJlJT FOR STUDENTS
FOR ~ASTSR'S DEGREgS.

~

Frequencies

Requirement

· · ·

··

37
1 academic year. •
• • • • • • • •
10
3 quarters • •
•
• • •
• • •
1B Sem. :Irs.
• • • 2
• • • • • • • •
2 sem. , or 4 summer terms, or three summer tenus
and 1 year ext. , or 2 summer terms and 2 yr.
ext.
• 1
• • •
•
• •
•
2 sem. , or 39 wks. terms, or 46 wks. terms.
• 1
3 terms or 5 summer sessions (6 wks.)
• • 1
36 weeks (4 summer terms)
• • 1
•
•
24 weeks (earn 16 cr.)
• • 1
• • • •
2 semester or 4 summer terms
• • • 1
1
2 terms or 4 summer terms
•
•
•
20 to 24 hours
• • • •
• • 1
1]'2 semesters. • • •
•
• •
• • • 1
1
30 weeks
•
•
• •
1
20 hours •
• • •
• • •
2 years
• 1
•
•
•
35 weeks •
• 1
•
1
.Ul.
•
•

· ·

·

·
· · · ·
·
· · · ·· ·
· ·· ·· ·· · ··
. · · · · · ·

·
··
·
·
··

·

· ·
·
·

·· ·
· ··

· ·
·
· ··
· ·
·
· ··
· ··
·

·
·
··
·
· ·
· ·
· ··
·· ··

-

·

•

·
·

In thirty-seven cases where residence requirement was stated, one
academic year of thirty-six weeks was the required residence.

Ten spe

cified three-quarters in residence, which is equivalent to a thirty-six
week year.

The

remainin~

single instances are so similar in residence

requirements and vary so little from the year requirement, that it is
evident the residenoe requirement is practically universally one academ
ic year.
These findings respecting residence requirements are in complete
accord with those of other studies, with the recommendations of those

16.

authorities who detennine the standards, and with the general plan that
the bachelor's degree shall be granted for four years of satisfactory
college work, the master's degree for five years of work, and the doctor's
degree for seven years of work.
Candi.dates admit-ted to graduate study before graduation.

Nothing was

found in research anent undergraduates carrying graduate courses and ap
plying the credit in earning higher degrees, yet twenty-seven such instan
ces were found in the data collected in this study.

This practice enables

students to carry a full load during the last undergraduate semester and
to get credit for it, when a full program is not necessary toward earning
the bachelor's degree.

TABLE IV.

CAl~DIDATES ADMITT~D UNDERGRADUATE TO
GRADUATE STUDY BEFORE RECEIVING THE
BACHELOR'S DEGREE •

.:::Z:I

Candidates Admitted Undergraduate

·• ·• ·· ·· ·· •• •• ••
Indefinite (less than semester)
·
8 qr. hours.
•
•
•
·
· hours· · • • ·•
Less than 45 qr.
10 term hours •
· · ·• • •• •
t'3rnl hours
· · · ·
16 qr. hours ·
• • • • • • ·
18 hours.
• • • • ·
2 years • · · ·
•
· · • • • •
12 hour'S. ·
• • • · • • · -.
6 hours •
15 hours.

5

Frequencies

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

·• ·· ··• ·•

·• • ·• • ··
·• •• ·• ·· ·•
· ·• · -.• ••
·• • ·• • ·
· • • •
.;

8
7
3
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

Eight institutions permit undergraduates to earn six

semest~r-hours

of graduate credit during the last semester ot the senior year, two permit
eight quarter-hours

ot

~raduate

credit betore attaining the bachelor'S
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degree, seven permit as much as fifteen hours of graduate work under such
conditions, one allows twelTe hours, and the remainder of the twenty
eeven schools have slightly varying regulations in the matter.

One notable

exception, John Hopkins University, permits the earning of graduate credit
two years before the bachelor's degree is granted.
exception is not apparent.
This university also

The reason for this

..
requir~s

two years of course work above the

bachelor's degree for earning the master's degree and candidates must be
admitted to candidacy one year before the degree is granted.

Such regula

tions, duplicated in respect to length of the master's program by Yale and
Prinoeton, may indicate a

ne~

trend eventually in requirements for the

master's degree.
The provision for earning graduate credit before the candidate has
received the bachelor's degree is undoubtedly made for exceptional and
ocoasional instances where the bachelor candidate's program is irregular.
Since only twenty-seven per cent of the institutions included in this
study mention the exception to reg\llar procedure and in view of the fact
t.hat such provision was not found in research on the subject of graduate
requirements, it is evident that not many candidates for mas,ter' 8 degrees
earn graduate credit before receiving the bachelor's degree.

However

there is good reason why a student who does not need a full undergraduate
load in order to qualify for the bachelor's degree may utilize his time
fully and earn graduate credit during his final undergraduate semester.
There seems to be no reason why graduate credit in excess of this amount
should be granted before the student has graduated.
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Tpe foreign

la~~age

requirement.

Comparatively few of the Amerioan

oolleges and universities granting graduate degrees have a foreign lan
guage requirement in the regulations governing the

granti~g

of the master's

degree.
Among the most essential requirements for admission to candidaoy
for the master's degree, is the complete fulfillment of the foreign
language requirement. This does not mean that foreign language is an
absolute requirement for the degree, but in those cases where it is
requLred, whether a general or a departmental requirem.ent, it must be
met before admission to candidacy oan take place. tl6

In consideration of this opinion which seems opposed to the evidence
contained in Table V, the re,quirement appears to be one of admission to
oandidacy rather t.ha.n a part of the graduate program itself.

This require

ment is one that could be completely'met in the undergraduate courses.
TABLE V.

READING K1;JOWLEDGg OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE
REQUIRED BY CAEDIDATE' S FOR

THE MASTER'S DEGREE

Requirement

Frequencies

1 language. • •
Optional. • • • • • • •
French or German •
2 languages. • • • •
French or German recommended •
Or one college year. • •

Of the

fifty~one

•
•

• 15

. ·
•

8
7

2
1
1

institutions inoluded in the U. S. Bureau of Edu

cation study referred to above, thirty-one include the fulfillment of

6Walton C. John, ~ra.duate Study in Universities and Colleges in the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Eduoation. p. 142.
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the foreign language requirement for admission. 7

In this study, thirty-

two per cent of the schools have a foreign language requirement.
pBr cent require a reading knowledge of one foreign language.
quired language is either French or German

excep~

Fifteen

The re

when the general nature

of the candidate's program makes a substitute language more useful.
Eight per cent hold the requirement optional, seven per cent specify French
or German, and two per cent require two languages.

The rest. except one

school that requires one year of college study in a foreign language, or
a reading knowledge of one language, do not make any statement of language
requirements.

It is evident from these statistics that there has been

a definite trend from the language requirement in the program for the
master's degree.

The requirements for the doctor's degree, especially for

the Ed. D. degree, are undergoing similar changes.
The question of requiring a reading knowledge of one or more
foreign languages is

dete~ined

by the nature of the candidats's program.

If he is working towards a research degree or degrees in order to engage
in educational research as a vocation, the la.nguage requirement should
be met in the language or languages that best meet his research needs.
If the candida.te 1& interested in the administrative field and is
seeking the program that best fits his needs. the la.nguage requirement
'Would serve little useful purpose.
Time limit for complating the work for the master f s degree.

i\~hen

the gra.duate starts his program leading to a graduate degree, his work
should be reasonably continuous until finished, so that the work will
be properly unified and the candidate have sufficient grasp of the entire

7Walton C. John, Graduate Study in Universities and Colleges in the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education. p. 143.
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scope of the course to insure a creditable showing on the final exam
ination.

The ideal situation is to complete the master's degree in

one academic year and the doctor's degree in approximately three succes
sive years.
The maximum time limit for completing the master's degree, or
the maximum time limit for the recognition of earned graduate credits
that may oe applied towards the master's degree, is indicated in a
number of institutions. In 3 cases a maximum period of 5 years is
indicated and in 3 cases, 6 years. In 1 school the master's degree
must be gained. wi thin 3 years from the time of registrat_ion. rr8
TABLE VI.

TIME LIL'llT FOR COMPLETING THE !iASTER'S DEGREE

Time Limit

Frequencies

5 years. •
•
•
6 years. •
3 years •
7 years •
• • •
•
4 years •
•
3 years or 5 years
•
8 years •
"Reasonable time rr.
•
"Reasonably continuous".
No time limit but continuous matriculation
required •

·. ..

•
•

• 22
• 12
5
• 3
2
2

1

1
1

1

ThG most general maximum time limit for earning the master's degree
is five years according to the data contained in the foregoing table, as
twenty-two per cent of the institutions state this time

li~it.

Twelve

per cent place a six-year time limit on the master's degree; three, a
three-j79ar limit; three specify seven years; and one, eight years.

8Walton C. John, Graduate Study in Universities ~nd Colleges in the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934. U. S. Bureau of Education p. 145.
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Reasonabls continuity was obtained in other instances by such regula
tions as "continuous matriculation" from starting the graduate course
until the degree is granted, "reasonably continuous" wOTk, and "reason
able time u •

One school has sst an eight-year limit; two institutions

have a three- or a five-Y9ar limit, depending upon optional programs
for the degree; and two specify four years as the maximum time that may
be used by the candidate in enrning his degree.
The data thus shows that the practice varies among the institutions
from three years to eight years from the time of beginning the course work
for the degree as the maximum time for earning a master's degree.

Though

the bulletins of many.of the schools made no mention of a time requirement,
it is not assumed necessarily that these schools do not place a limit on
the period of candidacy.
The findings of this study are based on a sufficient number of exam
pIes to make them authentic.

They are also in accord with the findings

quoted from BUlletin 20 of the U. S. Bursau of Education.
Required

numb~r

of credits for the master's degree.

Much variation

is found as to the n.umbe·r ,of crodi ts that comprise the minimum number
that are sufficient to serve as a basis for granting the master's degree.
Not all institutions use the same units of credit.

Various units are

used such as semester-hour, term-hour, year-hour, course, or merely unit
of credit.
In the majority of graduate schools or units the requirements
for the master's degree are given in terms of se~~ster- or quarter
hour requirements. Among the institutions of the Association of
American Universiti9s included in our list, 3 require at least 18
semester-hours plus a thesis or other evidence of research; 9 require
at least 24 semester-hours in which case a thesis may be required.
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TABLE VII.

Requiremen~s

TEE REQUIRED Nt-i'MBER OF CLillDITS FOR
TEE MAST~RtS DEGREE

Frequencies

30 hours (thesis included) •
• • 28
24 hours and thesis • •
• 19
• • •
32 hours. •
•
• 7
30 hours and thesis •
5
•
•
48 qr. hours and thesis •
•
• 4
4
28 hours and thesis •
•
45 qr. credits. •
..
4
•
45 te.Mm hours
3
38 hours •
1
•
45 hours •
1
•
24 hours. • • •
• •
•
•
• 1
37i hours. • • •
1
.
•
8 majors •
•
•
•
• • 1
34 credits
1
•
•
•
35 credits
•
• •
• •
• 1
12 courses
• •
•
• 1
None (by exam). • • •
1
•
•
•
24 to 30 hours. •
1
• •
• •
30 units and essay. •
1
G years and essay •
1
•
•
24 semester units •
•
• • 1
48 credit (1 year).
1
•
Exp1a~ations vague.
•
• 1
9 courses and thesis •
• 1
8 courses and thesis •
1
•
• •
36 qr. hours and thesis •
•
•
• 1
24 hours including thesis
1
•
•
42 qr. hours and thesis •
• •
• 1
60 qr. hours (no thesis).
1
12 y~ar hours and thesis.
1
• •
27 qr. credits and thesis
•
• 1
20 semester units and thesis •
1
•
27 units and dissertation
1
32 hours (ino1uding thesis).
1
26 to 30 hours (including thesis).
•
• 1
1
16 session hours (including thesis) •
45 qr. hours or 9 courses and thesis.
1
9 majors (approx. 27 hours) and thesis.
1
30 hour and professional paper (with permission. 1
48 qr. hours ino1uding direoted reading (12 hr.). 1
4 course major and 2 two-course minors and thesis 1
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In 6 eases 30 semester-hours are required, the thesis included in
4 of these eases. One school requires 32 semester-hours, ineludin~
also the thesis. Among the other institutions included in our
study, 8 require 24 semester-hours in addition to a thesis in nearly
all easesJ 6 require 30 semester-hours, the thesis being inoluded in
at lea~t 3 instances. Two institutions require 32 semester-hours,
including the thesis. 9

The data included in Table VII, like the findings in John's study
indicate the wide range of designation for credit units.

As in the

study referred to the data of this study reveals the semester-hour and
the quarter-hour as the prevailing measure.

Some of the other designa

tions recorded are term-hour, course, semester-unit, major, quarter
oredit,

~radit.

and unit.

Despite the fTarious terms that are used to define the credits, and
regardlass of the

,~rying

amounts of work the units indicate, in all

cas6s except,the instances proviously mentioned--Yale, John

Hopki~s,

and

Princeton--the total amount of credit required for grant_ing the degree
is that amount that could be earned in one academic year.

This amounts

to approximately thirty semester-hours or forty-five quarter-hours.
These findings are in harmony with those of John's study reported in
Bulletin 20, of the U. S. Bureau of Education, and with the recommen
dations of the committee of the Association of American Universities
referred to praviously.
Educational credits

requi~ed

for the

mas~er's

degree in education.

As in the matter of total credits for the degree, there is some vari
ation in the amount of educational cradit required for a master's degree
in eduoation, but in every ease, educational oredit c-omprises a consid
arable portion of the total •

...
9Walton C. John, Graduate Study in Universities and Colleges in the
United Stat3s. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education. p. 146.
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In 14 institutions the major subject must constitute at least
half the work required for the degree; in 7 institutions at least
two~thirds; in 1. three-fourths; in 6, at least three-fifths; in I,
22 of 32 semester~hours; in another, 20 of 32 semester-hours must
be in the major. In 1 institution 3 plans are offered: All work
in one field, or a major and a minor. or a major and 2 minors. In
another school the work is restricted to a maximum of 3 departments.
In 1 institution the work may be divided into 2 equal majors known
as a joint-:rnajor. u10

TABLE VIII.

EDUCATIONAL CREDITS SPECIFIED IN
CATALOGUES OF SEVENTY-:IHNti: SCHOOLS

Requirements

Frequencies

· · ·

·

12 hours
•
• • • • •
.
16 hours
•
•
•
•
,• .
18 hours • • • ';
•
• •
20 hours
• • •
•
• • •
15 hours (half) • • • • •
•
•
30 term hours •
• •
•
•
•
22-24 qr. hours. •
•
• • •
3/5 of total hours.
• •
•
1/2 of total hours. • • • • •
•
8-12 units
• •
•
19 hours'
• • . • • • •
22 hours • • • • • • • •
24 units
•
• •
32 hours •
•
14 hours
• • •
•
17~ hours.
• •
•
• •
2 courses. • • • •
•
• •
22 credits
• • •
• • • •
30-36 hours • • •
18-32 hours
•
• • •
• •
12-16 hours • •
•
•
• • •
27 qr. hours. •
• • • •
28 gr. hours. •
•
• • •
6 or 8 courses
•
•
18 gr. credits •
•
• •
• •
18 to 24 hours
•
•
•
2/3 of total hours.
• •
•
48 qr. hours (all) • •
•I • • • •
5 majors (15 hours) •
•
• • •
27~ hours of 37i hours.
• • • • •
6 session hours and thesis • • • • •
32 credit (2/3 of total credit) • •
28 hours (whe.n thesis is not presented).
9 units (Where major is other than Edu.)

·

._I~

· ·
·

·

· ·· · ·
· · ··
·· · ·· ·
· · · ·

·· ·
·· · ·· ··
· · ..··
·
· ··
· · · · ·
·· ·
· ·· · ··
· · ·
· ·
··

·
· ·
· ··
· ·

· ·

· · ··
·· · ··
· ·
· · ·
· ·
··
· ·•
· ·
· ·

·

·· · ·•
•
•
· ·
•
•
•
·· · ·
•
·
·· ·· ··
· · •
· ·•
· ·
· · ·•
•
•
•
•

·· ·
· ·•
· · ··
•

,.

·

•
•
•

•
•

·

•

·•
•
•
•
•

·•
•
•

• 14
• 9
• 9
8
. 3
• :3
3
• 2
• 2
• 2
• 1
1
• 1
1
1
1
1
•
1
• 1
1
• 1
1
• 1
1
1
1
• 1
• 1
1
• 1
• 1
• 1
• 1
1

·
•

·
··• ·
· ·
• '.
·
·• ·
·• ·
• ·
·• ·
• •
·• ·
•
• ·
•
•
·•
• ·

lOv,a1 ton C. John, Graduate Study in UniTersities and Colleges in the
~+ .. + .... R" 11 • ?ii":'""TQ~ 4. n. s. Bureau nf Education. '0'0. 146-7.
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A minor as used in this oonneotion is variously defined by the
different institutions of graduate grade. It may be one third of
the program, six semester hours, seven to twelve semester-hours,
nine to twelve semester-hours, eight, ten, or t¥ielve semester-hours. ll
Our data show fourteen institutions requiring twelve semester-hours
in education for the master's degree, nine ask for sixteen semester-hours,
nine require eighteen hours, eight acoept a minimLm of twenty hours, five
require half the total, and three, thirty term-hours in courses in edu
cation.

The remaining thirty-three of the total of seventy-nine institu

tions giving; data for this table (Table VIn) have varying requirements
in the total hours expected in a major in education.
Table VIII shows a greater nu.mber of instances where from twelve
to twenty semester-hours are expected in the major field than any other
designations of hours.

This will oomprise half, or slightly more than

half, of the total credits requil"ed for the master's degree and is in
accord with the generally accepted theories as to the apportionment of
time to the major subject.

At least such oonclusions were reached in

the study quoted and the Association of American Universities is in
a~reement.

Required grade in graduate subjects.

Irrespective of the contro

versy respecting the importance of grades as a gauge to progress or
profioiency in the various subjects, achievement in graduate courses
should be of a superior order.

The only feasibl·e measure of the worth

of the candidate's work is the grade given by the instructor who has

-

ll~alton C. John, Graduate StUdy in Universities and Colleges in
the £~ited States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education. p. 147
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char&e of the course.

Since a superior achievement is expected of

graduate students, many institutions have set somewhat higher require
ments in the matter of grades for candidates for higher degrees.
TABLE IX.

Required grade

REQUIRED GRJ..DE IN GRADUATE SUBJECTS

Frequenoies

"B n or better •
•
• •
liB" average, not less than "C" •
•
liB 'I average or better
•
"c" or better •
• •
805~ •
•
"Passed". '. • • • •
•
• •
•
"Satisfactory". • • • •
•
"B" in 3/4; not less than "C".
•
80% average, not less thAn 75%
• • •
"Distinction". • • • • •
"Good" or "Excellent"
•
"A" or "B" in 80% of oourses. •
2/3 of ,credits "B" or better •
•
"B" in half- ..not less than "C"
•
Sat,isfactory--not more than 3 courses of
"unsatisfactory" • • • • • •
liB" average, not lass than "C", not less than
"B'" in 1llS.jor. • • • • • • • • •
"B" or better in UlB-jor; liB" average or better
in minor (not less than nC n )

•

•
•

25
10
8
6
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

""I
1

1
1

Of the sixty-seven sohools that specify a minimum grade below
whioh graduate credit will not be granted, twenty..five require a "B"
grade in all SUbjects counted as meeting degree requirements; ten
require a "B" average :or better, with no gr,ade less than "Cit; eight
set a ItB" average as the standard; six ask for tIC" quality work, two
specify a grade of Itsat isfactory It, and two require that three-fourths
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of the total credit must be of "B" quality or better and the remainder
nul

st be no poorer than

"c

II •

In 8 cases in which data are available we find 2 schools in
which only B grades will be counted for credit toward the master's
degree; in two cases an average of B must be maintained. In 1
school a minimum grade of C is required, and a grade of B or better
must be obtained in courses primarily for graduates. In courses
for graduates and undergraduates a minimum grade of B is required.
In another school 'Only courses in which the student is assigned
grades A, B, or C are acceptable for the roaster's degree and an
average of 2 grade points per unit in those courses and in all
courses elected during the candidacy for the degree is required.
Three points per unit are assigned to grade A; 2 points to grade
B; 1 point to grade C; and none to grades below. '12
There are othsr designations of the quality of performance requir
3d of candidates for higher degrees.

The data, while failing to set a

definite standard of attainment for all cases, indicates clearly that
more is expected from mature students of graduate standing who aspire
to higher degrees.

This is as it should be.

The reward is more sig

nificant--the degree means more as the standards make it more difficult
to attain.
Maximum of graduate credit accepted from other schools.
=

Many gra

duate schools have rigid residence requirements that make it necessary
for the candidate to be in residence for a sufficisnt lsngth of time to
earn the entire credit for the master's degree, and in such instanc3s
little occasion exists for transferring credit earned elsewhere.

If the

residence requirement is less than one academic year or if the student
fails to earn course credit, it then becomes

ad~antageous

to transfer

l2Walton C. Jo}m, Graduate Study in.£,niversities and Colleges in the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education. p. 149.
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graduate credit earned in another school.

Some graduate schools pennit

transfer of a limited amount of such credit while others do not.
Association of American Universities favors the acceptance of

The

li~ited

amounts of graduate credit to apply on course requirements but not to
wards reducing the residence requirenients. 13
TABLE X.

MAXIMUM OF GRlI.DUATtJ CREDIT ACCEPTED FROM
OTImR SCHOOLS

Maximum amount aocepted

Frequencies

·

6 hours • • • •
• • • • •
0 hour •
• • • • • • • •
8 hours • • • • • • • • • •
10 hours. • • • • • • • • •
1/3 of total
•
• •
9 qr. hours.
• • • • . • •
1/2 of total
•
• •
•
1 year
•
• •
• •
4 hours • • • • • • • • • •
12 hours.
• • • • •
• •
12 hours. •
• • '.
• • •
"Lim ted n
•
• • • •
Hi gr. hours
• •
4 hout's (excep. ) • • .,
• •
2 majors (6 hours)
•
• •
16 term hours (1/3 of total credit).
(7~ hours) i total (excluding thesis)

·

· ·
· ·
·
· ·· · · · ···
'.
· ·

·•. ·
·
· · ·
·

•
•
•

".

•
•
•
•

•

·

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

· ·• •· ·
· · • ·• ·•
· ·• · • •
·
• • • •

~

· ·

···

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

·
··• ••
• • •
· · ·

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

22
10
8
5

4
2

2
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

Twenty-two per cent of the one hundred schools included in this study
accept a maximum of six semsster-hours from other graduate schools. ten
accept none, eight will take no more than eight hours, five will include

l;),fialton C. John, "Standards for the Master's Degree", School Life,
XXI (June, 1936), p. 290.
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ten hours, four take one-third of the total credits

necess~ry

for the

degree from other recognized schools, two accept one-half the total in
such transferred credit, and

~o

specify nine quarter-hours as the most

credit acceptable from other graduate schools.
the

fifty-thre~

The remaining schools of

that mention transferred credit in their bulletins have

varying limits on the amount of transferred credit that will be accepted.
Yale Untversity will accept a full academic year of transferred credit,
but requires two years of work above the bachelorrs degree before awarding
the master's degree.
The regulations respecting transferred credits should be stringent,
as they are in most cases.

A degree should be based upon a courSe that

is a unified Whole, and this is not possible if the work has been scat
tered between institutions and through an unreasonably long period of
time.

Praotioally without exception the practice is fair to the candi

date and preserves the dignity and value of the degree.
Extension course credit.

Varying practices have evolved in the

different graduate schools as to the acceptance of extension course credit
for meeting graduate degree requirements.

Naturally, the schools that are

active in providing instruction through ejttsnsion are more liberal in
accepting such course credit to apply to graduate programs.
The practices in ext9nsion instruction are so varied and barren of
standards that the quality and nature of the work are sometimes doubt
ful.

If the extension classes meet with the regular faculty members and

have access to ample reference facilities the work is valid and should be
counted.

Nothing was found in the suggested standards of the Association
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of American Universities respecting extension course credit. nor in the
other references used in this study concerning such credit counting
toward graduate degrees.
TABLE XI.

lilAXIMUM OF EXTSNSION COURSE CREDIT
ACCEPTABLE TOWARD EARNING ~1E
l/,ASTER' S DEGREE

Frequencies

Maximum amount aocepted

·
· · · ·· • .. • •
·• ·• ·• ••
·· ·
· · · •
. ·
·
·
·
·· · · ·.. · · ·· ·• • ·•
• · ·
•
•
•
· · ·
•
· •
•
• •
· • •

o

hours •
•
6 to 18 hours
•
8 hours
•
• • • • •
1/3 of total
• •
6 hours
•
•
4 hours
• • •
•
9 hours
•
9 term hours • • •
•
1/2 of total • •
• •
4 hours (exception) • • •
• •
None without approval • • •
•
Total (in extension center)
16 term hours (1/3 of total credit).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0"

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

10
6
5

2
2
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

Data in Table XI shows that twenty-three of the institutions included
in this study aocept extension course credit on graduate degrees.
schools definitely refuse to accept such
letins.

c~edit

Ten

as stated in their bul

Six schools accept from six to eighteen semester-hours of

extension credit, five take eight hours, two accept as much as onethird of the total. and two specify six hours as the maximum they can
accept.

One

insti~ution,

Indiana University, will accept the total of

course credit for the roaster's degree from their own extension center in
Indianapolis.
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In the absence of standards respecting the amount of extension
credit that should apply on the master's degree, the varying practices
in this regard are doubtlass meeting the needs in the individual insti
tutions without lessening the value of the courses to the candidate.
Until extension courses conform to definite standards that will insure
their validity, the general acceptance of such credits will not become
the rule.

Under most favorable circumstances, such courses are but a

substitute for actual university or college residence and can not be
equal to attendance on the campus.

This opinion must be qualified when

applied to a situation like that at Indiana University's extension cen
ter, which is in reality, an institution in itself •
•
Thesis evaluated in course credit. The thesis is usually a part
of the program for the master's degree, but recently various plans have
been evolved substituting additional course work or research problems
other than theses, if the candidate prefers not to write a thesis.

The

usual procedure still is to require a thesis.
In 44 institutions of our list a thesis or dissertation is
required for the master's degree. In 5 of our larger universities
the thesis is not required by all dep~rtments. In 1 institution
2 plans are available--l which requires a thesis and I which does
not. In the first case 20 semester~hours of work are carried out
along a comprehensive supervised plan of research which leads to
the thesis. In the other plan, course work amounts to 24 semester
hours, half of which are in strictly graduate courses. No thesis
is required. In another school a summary course or laboratory
course of a research type may be substituted for the thesis. 14
The value in semester-hours placed on the thesis is not prescribed
by regula.t-ion, but within certain limits, is prescribed by practice.
The nature of the thesis, the amount of research involved in its prepar

14Walton C. John, Graduate Studl in Universities and Coll~~es in the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education. p. 148.
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ation, the quality of the finished product, all combine to render a
thesis rather difficult to evaluate in semester-hours.

In many instl

tutions no attempt is made to evaluate the thesis; it is just an added
requirement to the

cour~e

TABLE XII.

work.

HOURS ALLOWED FOR THESIS

Hours

Frequencies

6 hours •
• •
•
•
Indefinite. •
•
4 hours •
•
•
2 hours •
3 hours •
9 to 15 term-hours
5 hours •
•
8 hours •
10 hours.
8 qr. hours.
12 qr. hours
•
9 term hourI
9 to 18 qr. hours. • • •
•
8 to 15 term-hours • • • •
4 session hours (session--9 weeks) •
Thesis or Comprehensive Examination.

..

•

•

•

•

·

•

•
•

•
•

20
8
7
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

One less than half the total make no effort to evaluate the thesis
in terms of credit.

Twenty

in~titutions

count six semester-hours in

oourse credit for the thesis, eight are indefinite as to the evaluation,
seven allow four semester-hours, two award nine to fifteen term-hours,
two allow two hours, and two give three hours.

The other valuations

recorded in Table XII are single instances and vary in amount as well
as unit of measure.
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Neither the practice of evaluating the thesis in units of credit,
nor failure to do so, affects the value of the research to the candi
date or to the cause of education.

The thesis holds an importa.nt place

in the graduate program and its difficulty in evaluating accurately
pe1rhaps

mak,3s

the practice of treating it as an added requirement to

the course the preferable procedure.

In this event evaluation is unne

cessary.
Final examinations.

Final examinationsroo.y be written, they may

be oral, or they may be a combination of both.

By final examinations,

we refer to the examinations given as a final check on the entire course,
including the thesis if one is presented, and not to the usual course
eXaIn±nations.

Final examinations are for the most part required, but

different combinations of methods of examination lead to varying prac
ti ce s in thi smatter.
A general sta~em~nt such as the following may serve to indicate
the praotices. In at least 28 cases a final examination covering
primarily the major is required; it may be written, oral, or both.
In 10 cases regular examinations are also indicated. In 5 cases
the examinat.ion may be waived by the authority of the department.
In 17 cases final oral examinations are required, covering usually
the entire field of study, as well as the thesis. In at least 7
cases the oral examination is required in addition to th~ written
final examination. In only 1 case is there a requirement for the
defense of the thesis. lS
In recording data as to the types of examination in Table XIII.
the examinations were classified as written or oral.

It was not possible

to differentiate further and in many instances even that was not clear.

15Walton C. John, Graduate Study in Universities and Colle~es in the
United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Bureau of Education. pp. 148-9
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TABLE XIII.

Kind

FINAL

E7~lINATIONS

.

Not specified as to form.
Both written and oral.
Oral • • • •
'ivri tten
• •

.

•

•

•

Frequencies

•
•

•
•

35

31
30
4

•

In Table XIII, several schools were checked in both the written
and the oral divisions because they used both types of examinations.
Thirty-one schools were thus recorded.

The remainder were classified

as "not specified as to .form".
Summary.

In the preceding pa~es of Chapter II the data respecting

the master's degree has been presented, analyzed, and conclusions have
been reached.

These conclusions are summarized in concluding the chap

ter.
Admission to graduate study is granted on the basis of holding the
bachelor's degree.

Admission to candidacy for the mastsr's degree is

determined by the character of the performance of the graduate student
in the early phases of graduate study.

The student may earn the master

of science degree, the master of arts degree, or the master of education
degree.
The usual residence requirement is one academic year.

The candi

date may earn a limited amount of graduate credit in some institutions
during his final undergraduate semester.

Usually there is no foreign

language requirement for the master's degree.

Work for the degree must

be completed within five or six years after admission to graduate study.
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The course work must contain thirty semester-hours or forty-five
term-hours, including the thesis.
the equivalent of the oredit

In other words, the course work is

norn~lly

earned in one academic year.

Of this thirty hours, approximately one-half must be in the major sub
ject, education.

The candidate must achieve "B" grades or better in

the courses counted toward earning the degree.

The candidate may trans

far six hours of graduate credit from another recognized graduate school.
and may count six or more hours of extension credit.
evaluated at six semester-hours.
or both.

The thesis is

The examination may be written, oral,

CHAPTER II 1.

REQUlRE1AENTS FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREE

In the previous chapter thirteen regulations relating to the
roaster's degree were studied in the light of data gathered from college
and university catalogues and compared with findings from other studies
of these regulations.

Common practices were discovered relative to

requirements for the master's degree and compared with suggested re
quirements unanimously determined by the Association of American Univer
sities as the accepted bases for awarding master's degrees.
In this chapter we propose to examine the requirements that must
be met by the candidate for the doctor's degree before the degree will
be granted.

The requirements for the doctor's degree are not as fully

treated as are those for the master's degree, as the bulletins did not
furnish complete data for the study.

The stUdy is not as broad since

only fifty-one ot the one-hundred institutions investigated grant the
doctor's degree.
However there is much more unanimity in the quantitative regula
tions governing the granting of doctor's degrees than in those followed
in awarding master's degrees.

Despite the fewer cases observed, a

sufficient number of cases were included to make the findings signifi
cant and valid.
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The study of Walton C. John, referred to frequently in Chapter II,
embraces the doctor's degree as well, and a summary of his findings
concerning regulations folloW's:
The degree of doctor of philosophy represents the highest
academic goal of the university. It stands for the best that
there is in origina~ and independent scholarship. Its function
is the discovery of truth; to reveal the unknown and to give
more perfect understendin~ of that which is knoW'll. Other degrees
more or less equiva13nt in character include the doctor of science
and the doctor of education.
In the analysis of the requirements for the doctorate for
the institutions included in this study, it is not the purpose
to overestimate the importance of the mor~ objective or quanti
te.tive requirements. The true requirements for the degree can
only be estimated in tenns of the spirit and the intellectual
quality of the candidate and in the intensity as well as the
scope of the program of investigation.
The standards a.nd requirements for the doctor's degree are
based on a study of the 28 institut':':ms that are members of the
Association of American Universities in the United States and
of 17 accredited institutions that are not members.
Admission to candidacy for the Ph. D. usually involves the
fulfillment by the candidate of each of the following require
ments:
A. The attainment of full graduate status.
B. The approval of the study or res~arch program.
c. The demonstration of ability to read acceptably the
literature of the field or fields of study in French
and Gernan or some substitute for one of the languagas.
D. The passing of a preliminary or quali~yi~g examination
usually a. year before the time of receiving the degree.
Summary. Thera has been little change since 1900 in the
formal starldards set up for the Ph. D. degree.
The standards and requirements for the Ph. D. degree are
being m~dified in the direction of flexibility. C.ualitative
standards are taking the place of mere quantitative require
ments.
The requirements for the Ph. D. degree show considerable
uniformity with respect to such general items as admission to
candidacy and mini~llm residence requirements. Th~t is, the
regulations for admission to candidacy provide in nearly all
cases an adequate. period of testing the candidate's ability as
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a graduate student. and also provide a period in which an accep
table program involving a primary and a secondary interest may
be worked out. The thesis or dissertation is required in all
cases, but there is a considerable difference of view as to what
constitutes a thesis which adequat~ly measures or tests the
origi~ality and scholarshi? of the candidate and the value of
the contribution.
Vfuile not altogether uni£orm as to procedure, the final
oral examination or defense of the thesis continues to be the
universal practice. This is usually preceded by a comprehensive
writtan examination.
The creation of neW types of doctor's degrees ·similar in
general character to the Ph. D. degree has become increasingly
popular. These new degrees are largely controlled by profes
sional conBiderations and in a number of instances require of
the candidate a period of practical professional or field ex
perience. The emphasis is placed upon the application of
knOWledge rather than upon the discovery of new knOWledge or
truth. These degrees are now fully recognized by a large group
of leading universities and are on the whole considered to be
the equivalent o£ the Ph. D. degree. l
All the data gathered in this study of the requirements £or the
doctor's degree are recorded in a single table included in the appendix.
Forty-seven o£ the fifty-one institutions that grant the doctor's
degree award the Ph. D. degree.

Sixteen of these schools award the

Ed. D. degree. also, and one of them awards the D. Sc. degree.

Four of

the institutions offer only the Ed. D. degree.

The school that offers

the D. Sc. degree is the Catholic University of

P~erica,

Washington,

D. C.

The candidate who expects to devote his tim.e to research in the
field of education will generally seek the Ph. D. degree.

Those who

expect to engage in active administrative work usually strive for the
degree--Doctor of Education.

lWalton C. John, Gr~duate Study in Universities and Colle~es in
the United States. Bull. 20. 1934 U. S. Buraau of Education. pp. 153-214
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George Washington University, of Washington, D. C., requires a
master's degree of all candidates for the doctor's degree.

Many of the

institutions state'that it takes approximately one year of work beyond
the bachelor's degree to earn a master's degree, and three years of work
following the bachelor's degree, or two following the master's degree,
in order to earn a doctor's degree.

However, for the doctor's degrae,

the quality of the work and the significance of the research and its
findings is of paramount importance.

The time required to meet the

requirements may be longer than the minimum stated.

Louisiana State

University requires the candidate to begin his doctorate prior to his
thirty-fifth birthday.
A qualifying examination as a test of fitness for candidacy is
required in twenty-three of the schools studied.

Twenty-five schools

require a preliminary examination.
Forty-one instances were noted where the bulletins mention the
foreign language requirement.

Thirty-eight of these specify French and

German as the required languages.

Two exceptions allow the substitu

tion of other languages for one or both if the nature of the candidate's
course seems to warrant such change.
Twenty-eight schools require one year of the work to be done in
residence with the school conferring the degree.

This one year must be

the final year in every case, save one--the University of Pennsylvania.
Five of the universities included in the study require two years in
residence.
Three schools set a minimum of sixty hours beyond the master's
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degree as a quantitative requirement.

Two set a

mini~lm

of seventy-

two semester-hours in addition to the dissertation and two have a
minimum of ninety hours, with no mention jeing
credit.

~de

of dissertation

Thirty-nine state that three years f work above the bachelor's

degree is the minimum quantitative course requirement for the doctorate.
Two schools require that the candidate for the doctor's degree
complete the course requirement within seven years from the beginning,
one sets eight years as the maximum time that can be used,
requires the work to be completed in ten yea'ts.

~d

one

One instance was

found that required the completion of the final year within three years
of admission to candidacy for the degree.
Forty-six of the bulletins studied specifically state that an
acceptable dissertation of merit must be submitted by the candidate.
The remaining schools of the fifty-one require some form of

origi~al

study or problem.
Four schools specify as a requirement that the candidate must have
had successful educational experience.
An i:T.portant requirement of each school is that the candidate must

pass a final

exam~nation,

research problem.

which consists largely of a defense

o~

his

Forty-one of the schools conduct examinations that

are partly or wholly oral.
partly or wholly written.

Five stated that the examinations were
The form of examination was not

reveal~d

in

the literature of the other schools.
An analysis of the quantitative requirements for the doctors' degree

according to the data supplied i'rom our fifty-one graduate schools, is
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in accord with the standards set uy the Bureau of Education study.
T~ese

staudards are thoroughly established by usage since the tu!"n

of the century, with very slight change insofar as the quantity of
the work is concerned.

As stated previously, the quality of the work

receives the greater stress in deternining standards for the doctor's
degree.

Tr.is is becoming increasingly
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The present trend is toward the establishment of new doctor's
degrees.

The Ed. D. degree is one of these.

"Teacher's College

(Columbia University) will confer the degree of doctor of education
instead of the doctor of philosophy on students who undertake a course
of professional preparation instead of educational resee.rch."2

Many

new doctor's degrees are being offered in fields other than education.
These new degrees are not less streneous to attain, they are on a par
with the Ph. D. degree, and they enable the candidate to choose a type
of training that fits him more specifically for his chosen field of
endea'ror.
Mainly, the quantitative requirerr;ents for the doctor's degree have
undergone but slight change in the past forty years.

The changes that

have been made to provice courses leading to the newer degrees have
been in the nature of the work rather than in the amount.
acy of the degree has net been weakened.

The suprem

The emphasis has been placed

on the quality, and the changes that have occurred have tended to in
crease that quality and thus enhance rather than lessen the value of
the doctor's degree.

2 tl Three New Doctorate Degrees at Columbia University".
and Society.
YJL~IX (March 17, 1934), pp. 337-8

School

CHAPTEH IV

CONCLUSIONS

The data for this study gathered from the bulletins and catalogues
of one·hundred oolleges and universities that offer courses leading to
graduate degrees and tabulated under the headings of qua.ntitative re
quirements that regulate the granting of such degrees, furnish the
infonnation for determining in general what these requirements usually
are, not only in the cases actually studied, but in general practice in
graduate schools of the United States.

In the introductory chapter we

proposed to answer specifically certain questions
requirements from the data thus obtained.

~oncerning

degree

The questions are answered

according to the conclusions reached from a study and analysis of that
data.
MASTER'S DEGREE

1.

What is the method of admission to

~raduate school~?

Admission

is usually granted on the basis of the candidate's being a graduate of
a recognized college or university and holding the bachelor's degree.
There are a few

inst~~ces

found where candidates are admitted to grad

uate study by the dean, by special
graduate board.

co~ittees,

or by action of the

All ninety-eight of the institutions that stated en

trance requirements admit candidates who hold bachelor's degrees and
whose undergraduate record seems to indicate that they can do satisfactory

(42)
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graduate work.

Some of these schools use one or more of the alternative

plans of admission.
afte~

Candidates are admitted to candidacy for the degree

doing satisfactory work during a probationary period.

2.

~nat degree~

are conferred?

Our data shows that the master of

arts degree is the prevailing type of master's degree.

The master of

science and master of education degree are also conferred on graduate
students in the field of education.

The

ma~ter

of arts degree is con

ferred by the college of liberal arts, with education as the major.
The two other degrees are granted by colleges

o~

education.

It is cus

tomary for the A. M. degree to be conferred upon those holding an A. B.
degree and the M. S. degree upon those holding the B. S. degree.
Three types of doctor's degrees are awarded by colleges of educa
tion--the doctor of philosophy, the doctor of scienoe, and the doctor
of education degrees.

The first is primarily for those interested in

research, and the others which are comparatively new dBgrees are recom
mended for candidates interested in school administration.
3.

lvhat is the residence requirement?

The period of residence

required of candidates for the master's degree is in most cases one
academic year.

A small number have slightly shorter periods of minimum

resi.dence, but no cases wer-e found where the minimum residence required
of candidates for the master's degree is less than l~ semesters.
4.

Are candidates admitted undergraduate?

Twenty-seven per cent

of the institutions inoluded in the stUdy state in their catalogues that
undergraduate students may earn graduate credit.

In the absence of any

statement, the practice in the remaining schools is left to conjecture.
The general regulation in this matter is to permit the earning of from
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six to fifteen hours of

g~aduate

credit during the final semester under

graduate. when a full program is not then necessary in order to achieve
the bachelor's degree.

Such a procedure is sound practice and perhaps

several schools do this even though no mention is made

or

it in their

Ii terature.
5.

What is the foreign language requirement?

A requirement

or

foreign language in the program of the candidate for the master's degree
is conspicuous by its absence in many of the schools studied.

Only

twenty-two institutions require a reading knowledge of one language which
is usually French or German.

Two schools require two languages. and the

rest do not have the language requirement.

The statistics seem to

minimize the importance of a reading knowledge of foreign language as a
part of the program for the master's degree.
6.

What is the time limit for achieving the

master'~

degree?

Five or six years is the usual statement of maximum time allowed for
completing the entire program for the master's d9gree.
short as three years and one as liberal as
data.

ei~ht

Ti~e li~its

as

years are noted in the

If the granting of the degree is to be the culmination of a uni

fied and coherent program. not more than six years should be used in
completing the work for the degree.
7.

lVhat is the required number of credits for the master's degree?

The number of credits normally earned in one academic year serves as
the gauge of the course content for the master's degree.

Most schools

designate thirty semester-hours or forty-five term-hours, inclUding a thesis
as the quantitativ9 requirement of course credit.
in view of the

residenc~

requirement.

This seems reasonable.
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8.

What credits in education are required?

This regulation

varies to some extent, but the usual designation is from twelve to
twenty hours,

co~~only

required in a major subject.

The educational

,credits make up one-half to three-fifths of the total credits required
for the master's degree.
9.

V~he.t

is the required scholastic grade?

Again we find some

variation in the standard, but the usual letter grade considered sat
isfac-tory is "B" or better.

Several oatalogues ,specify a "B lI a.verage

with no courses graded lower than "C tt •

The significance of t:'1is data

is the emphasis placed on superior performance in graduate courses.
10.

How much credit may be aocepted frmn other reoognized grad

uate schools?

Six hours of valid graduate credit may be transferred

to apply on course requirements, but not to reduce the required resi
denoe.

This is the regulatiop. found most frequently in the data.

Some graduate schools accept more than this amount and others accept
less or none at all.

In view o.f the residence requi!"ement, not much

occasion exists for transferring credit, except to make up for failure
in course work.

Usually potential candida.tes for graduate degrees

will not fail in course work.
11.

How much extension course credit is accepted and applied on
'"

earning graduate degrees?

Some schools do not accept any and one will

aocept the entire program through extension.
accept a maximum of si.x hours.

The usual practice is to

The amount that is aocepted should be

determined by the standards under which the extension credit was earned.
12.

:E!0! many hours are allowed for tpe thesis?

The thesis is
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usually

evaluat~d

at six hours if it is given units of credit at all.

In several instances the course

re~]ir3ments

the thesis assigned as an added requirement.

were stated in hours and
The matter of evaluation

of the thesis in units of credit is very difficult and perhaps not
ev.en necessary, except as a matter of importance in paying tuition fees.
13.

~bat

final

exami~ations

are given?

In addition to the usual

course examinations, the candidate is given a final examination covering
both

th~

thesis and his course work.

This examination

~ay

be written,

oral, or both.
DOCTOR'S DEGREE
Respecting the requirements for the doctor's degree, the following
conclusions were reached;
1.

What degrees are granted?

The doctor's degrees awarded to

candidates in the field of education are Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor
of Education, and Doctor of Science.
2.

What are the

doctor's degree?

re~uirements

for admission to candidacz for

t~

Before being admitted to candidacy for the doctor's

degree, the graduate student must have a satisfactory scholastic record
and pass either a qualifying or preliminary examination.

His program,

inoluding his research problem, must be appraved.
3.

How much time is

the doctor's degree?

nec~ssa.ry

t2. complete the course leading to

Three years of graduate work beyond the bachelor's

degree and two years beyond the

~T;B.ster' s

degree is the minimum limit

on the doctor's degree.
4.

vYhat is the

have a reerling

for~ign_language

~~owledge Qf

rsquirement?

The candidate must

French and German, substitutions being
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allowed in some instances if the nature of the course seems to warrant
it.

5.

~het

is the residence requirement?

The acceptable period of

residence is at least one academic year, and the final year must be done
in residence at the school where the degree is granted.
6.

vibat is the time limit on candidacy for the doctor's

d~gree?

The entire period of candidacy for the doctor's degree can not exceed
seven years in some institutions.

The period may not be longer than ten

in any of the schools included in this
7.

s~ldy.

Whe.t is the nature of the final examination?

The final exam

ination is largely a defense of the dissertation, although regular course
work is included.

It is likely·to be oral, but may be written, or both

wri tten and oral.
The answers to these questions are determined by the data analyzed
in the study.

In each instance where references

tunity of comparison, the findings are similar.

fu~~ished

the oppor

The findings are also

in accord with standards agreed to by the Association of lUnerican Uni
versities. in those particulars covered by the commi.ttee report of the
association.
This study was undertaken with the thought in mind that its facts
and conclusions would be of interest and of practical value to candidates
for graduate degrees.

It is hoped that it will prove to be

mo~e

the mere fulfilling of a requirement, and that it may be useful.

than
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APPENDIX A

The institutions from whose bulletins the data for the study was
secured are listed below in the order in which they were studied.

The

numbers preceding the names of the schools are the identifying numbers
used in the tables of appendiX B.
Number
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

31.

Name and address of institutions studied
Butlsr University, Indiana2olis, Indiana
Stanford University, Palo Alto, California
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Louisiana State, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
University of Louisville, LouisVille, Kentucky
Indiana State Teachers· College, Terre Haute, Indiana
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
Loyola University, Chicago, Illinois
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
Hows.rd University, Washington, D. C.
Uni versity of Pittsburgh, Pi"ttsburgh, Pennsylvania
University of Missouri, Columbia and Rolla, Missouri
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina
University of Virginia, Cha.rlottesville, Virginia
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana
Y"/estern Kentucky State Teachers College, Bowli:'1g Green,
Kentucky
a.shington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia
East Texas State Teachers Cgllege, Commerce, Texas
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
University of Vermont, Burlington, Vermont
~orthwestern University, Evanston, Illino~s
University of Detroit, Detroit, OCichigan
~est Texas State Teachers College, Canyon, Texas
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colorado
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
University of Cincinnati, Cinci~~ati, Ohio
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32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

38.
39.
40.
41.

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

58.
59.
60.

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

68.
69.
70.

71.
72.
73.

74.
75.
76.
77.

New York State College for Teachers, Albany, New York
New York University, New York, Kew York
University of California, Los Angeles and Berkeley,
California
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee
St. Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri
Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Indiana
Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Indiana
Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia, Emporia, Kansas
Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pennsylvania
Florida State College for Women, Tallahassee, Florida
N:ichigan State College of Agriculture and Appli''ld Science,
East Lansing, Michigan
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
Bayler University, Independence, Texas
Wayne Uni versi ty, Detroit, ivlichigan
North Dakota Agricultural College, Fargo, North Dakota
University of Kansas, Lawr~nca, Kansas
University of Oregon, C~~llis, Oregon
University of Mississippi, University, llississippi
University of Idaho, Moscow, Bal'lo
State College of Wasl'lington, Pullman, ~ashington
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Virginia
University of Maine, Orono, }~ine
ftittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio
mercer University, Uacon, Georgia
Clark University, Worcester, h~ssachusetts
Colorado State College, Fort Collins, Colorado
George Washington University, ~ashington, D. C.
University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
Tulane University of Louisiana, New Orleans, Louisiana
University of Colorado, Boulder, COlorado
Smith College, Concord, New Hampshire and Northampton,
Massachusetts
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
University of Denver, Deuver, Colorado
Massachusetts State College, ~~arst, wAssachusetts
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio
Southern ~ethodist University, Dallas, Texas
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota
Boston University, Boston, I~ssachusetts
Duke ~niversity, Durham, North Carolina

51.
78.
79.

80.
81.
82.

83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

College of the City of New York, New York City
Univer-sity of Minnesote., r!;inn.eapolis, llinnesota
Tufts College, Boston, NAssachusetts
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, !~ssachusetts
Kansas State College, Y~nhattan, Kansas
DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
John Hopkins University, Baltimore, }aryland
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, ~~nnessee
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater,
Oklahoma
Utah State Agricultural College, Logan, Utah
Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana
University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
Brigham Young University, Prove, Utah
University of Tennessee, KnOXVille, Tennessee
Catholic University of Am8rica, Washington, D. C.
University of West Virginia, Morgantown, ~est Virginia
Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Western State College of Colorado, Gunnison, Colorado
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama
Universi ty of Texas, Austin, Texas

52.

The institutions are listed below in alphabetical arrangement:
Akr-on, Universi ty of
Alabama, University of
Arizona, University of

72
99
74

Ball State Teachers College
Baylor University
Brigham Young University
Brown University
Boston Collage
Boston University
Butler University
California, University of
California, University of Southern (L.A.)
Catholic University of America
Chicago, University of
Cincinnati, University of
Clark University
Color~do State College
Colorado State College of Education
Colorado, University of
Colorado, Western State College of
Columbia University, Teachers College

39
48
92
11

81
76

1
34
9
94
84

31
60

61
29
66
98

10

Delaware, University of
Denver, University of
De Pauw University
Detroit, University of
Duke University
Duquesne University

63
69
83
27

Emory University

89

Florida. Sta tEl College for
Florida, University of

77

24

iFlomen

George Peabody College for Teache~s
George Washington University, Washington
Georgia, University of
Hampton Institute
Harvard University
Howard University
Idaho, University of
Indiana University
India.na State Teachers College

44
46

36
62

13
56

12
14
54

19
6

53.
Iowa, University of

68

John Hopkins University

85

Kansas State College
Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia
Kansas, University of
Kentucky State Teachers College, Western
Kentucky, University of

82
40
51
20

Louisiana State
Louisville, University of
Loyola University, Chicago

7

4
5

8

Maine, University of
NAryland, University of
l~ssachusetts State College
srcer University
Miami University
MichiGan, State College of AgricUlture and Applied Science
Michigan, UniYersit~r of
Minnesota. rr.,i versi ty of
Missis~ippi, University of
ouri, University of

57
91
70
59
23
45
30
79
53
16

New York, College of the City of

York State College for Teachers
New York University
North Carolina, University of
North Dakota Agricultural College
North Dakota, University of
Northwestern University
Notre Dame University

78
32
33
17
50
75
26
38

Oberlin College
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College
Oregon, University of

41
87
52

Pennsylva.nia Sta.te Collage
Pennsylvania, University of
Pittsburgh, University of
Purdue University

97

New

St. Louis University
Smith College
South Dakota, University of
Southern Methodist University
Stanford University

43
15
90
37
67

42
73
2

54.

Temple University
Tennessee, University of
Texas Christian Univarsity
Texas State Teachers College, East
Texas State Teachers College, ~est
Texas, University of
Tufts College
Tulane University

3
93
96
22
28
100
80
65

Utah State Agricultural College
Utah, University of

88

Vanderbilt University
Vermont, University of
Virginia, University of

86
25
i8

iashington and Lee University
iashi~gton, State College of
Washington University, St. Louis
Wayne University
West Virginia, University of
~estern Reserye University
Wittenberg College

21
55
47
49
95
35
58

Yale University

64

71

APPENDIX B

The following pages are included so that the render may know the
requirement of individual schools.

The numbers refer to the institu

tions listed on pages 49 to 54.

I.

UETHODS OF ADMISSION TO Gfu\DUATE SCHOOLS

Bachelor's degree from recognized school
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30,
38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48,
56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66,
74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82" 83, 85,
94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100.

13,
31,
49,
67,
86,

14,
32,
50,
68,
87,

15,
33,
51,
69,
89,

16,
34,
52,
70,
90,

17, 18, 19,
35, 36, 37,
53, 54, 55,
71, 72, 73,
91, 92, 93,
Total 98

Special Examinations
6, 12, 13, 14, 28, 32.
Total 6
Attainment equivalent to Bachelor's
27, 33, 53, 58, 62, 87, 100.
Total 7
Passed by comndttee
2, 12, 14, 26, 94.
Total 5
Pa.ssed by dean
3, 90
Tota.1 2
Passed by graduate board
60, 81
Total 2
After two years of college work
85
Total 1

(55)

56.
II.

GRADUATE DEGREES

CO~WERRED

IlY THE INSTITUTIONS STUDIED

A. M.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 33, 38,

39,
58,
76,
97,

41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57,
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
77, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89, 91, 92, 94, 95, 96,
98, 99, 100.
Total 90

M. S.
1, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 18, 19, 22, 24, 25, 27, 32, 34, 37, 38, 40,
43, 44, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 55, 57, 61, 63, 65, 66, 68, 69, 70, 71,
72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91. 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, 97, 99.
Total 56

Ph. D.
2, 4, 7, 9, la, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 1"8, 19, 26, 29, 30, 33, 35,
36, 37, 42, 43, 45, 47, 51, 55, 60, 64, 65, 66. 67, 68, 69, 74, 75,
76, 77, 79, 82, 84, 85, 86, 90, 91, 94, 95, 97, 100.
Tot6.1 47
Ed. D.

,2, 3, 9, 12, 10, 14, 16, 19, 31, 33, 35, 43, 47, 52, 55, 69, 75,
76. 85, 100.
Total 20
'i'd. M.

2, 3, 8, 12, 13, 15, 16, 31,
81, 85, 35, 100.

4~,

51, 52, 55, 62, 72, 76, 77, 80,
Total 21

D. Se.
94
Total 1

57.

III.

R~SID~NCE REQUIR~JT

1 academic year
7, 37~ 38, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 48, .50, 51, 53, 54, 57, 60, 64,
65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 12, 73, 74, 75~ 76, 77, 81~ 83~ 86, 87, 90~ 94,
95, 97, 99, 100.
Tota.l 37

3 quarters
36, 39, 59, 66, 84, 88, 89, 92, 93, 98
Total 10
18 Semester-hours
27, 58

Total 2
2 terms (4 summer terms)

45

Total 1

46

Total 1

All
3 terms or 5 summer sessions (6 weeks)

52

Total 1

24 weeks (earn 16 credits)
55

Total 1

36 weaks (4 summer terms)
56

Total 1

30 weeks
71

Total 1

20 to 24 hours
72

2 semester, or 39 weaks terms, or
62

Total 1
~5

weeks terms

2 semesters, or 4 summer terms, or three SUmITler terms and
1 year extension, or 2 summer terms and 2 year extension.
63

Total 1

Total 1

58.

20 hours
Total 1

80

2 years
Total 1

85

35 weeks
96
l-~

Total 1

semesters
Total 1

82
2 semesters or 4

91

s~~~r

terms
Total 1

59.

IV.

CAZIDIDATES

j~MITTED

UNDERGRADUATE (SHORT OF BACHELOR'S DEGREE)

6 hours
3, 21, 38, 43, 54, 63, 65, 99

Total 8

15 hours
15, 16, 23, 41, 45, 51, 91

Tota.l 7

Indefinite (less than semester)
35, 40, 75

Total 3

B qr. hours
6, 39

Total 2

2 years
85

Total 1

12 hours
11

Total 1

18 hours
53

Total 1

16 qr. hours
92

Total 1

5 term-hours
71

Total 1

10 term-hours
50

Tote.l 1

Less then 45 qr. hours
93

Tota.l 1

60.

V.

R~ADING

KNO"LEDGE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIRED OF
CANDIDATES FOR THE ~~'r3R'S DEGREE

1 1an6Uage
7, 17, 18, 19 (a.m.), 21, 27, 34, 37, 38, 67, 73, 76, 79, 81, 83
Total 15
Optional
28, 46, 48, 55, 66, 86, 87, 89

Total 8

French or German
37, 41, 52 (m.a.), 64, 65, 77, 94

Total 7

2 1a.nguages
82, 85

Total 2

French or German recommended
45

Total 1

Or one college yea.r of study
59

Total 1

61.
VI.

T

LIMIT FOR

CO~TING

THE PROGRAM FOR

1~STERtS

DEGREE

5 years
1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 26, 27, 31, 36, 37, 52, 59,
63, 66, 72, 87, 93
Total 22
6 years
15, 30, 32, 38, 43, 48, 56, 59, 71, 77, 89, 97

Total 12

7 years
46, 67, 95

Total 3

3 years
14, 60, 76

Total 3

4 years
3, 58

Total 2

3 or 5 years
28, 40

Total 2

8 years
57

Total 1

"Reasonable tt time
99

Total 1

"Reasonably continuous"
49

Total 1

No time limit but continuous matricu lation required
33

Total 1

62.
VII.

:NtJMB~R

OF REQlJIR:'::D CPEDITS lo'OR TRS MASTER'S DEGREE

30 hours (thesis included)
I, 2, 10, II, 19, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 31, 32, 35, 40, 43, 44,
57, 58, 73, 74, 76, 80, 82, 83, 87, 95, 96, 100
Total 28
32 hours
10, 16, 24, 32, 49, 75, 78

Total 7

30 hours and thesis
41, 53, 62, 81, 90

Total 5

45 qua.rter credits
79, 88, 93, 98

Total 4

28 hours and thesis
9, 20, 38, 42

Total 4

48 quarter hours and thesis
6, 29, 39, 92

Total 4

24 hours and thesis
3, 4, 5, 7, 15, 18, 33*, 37, 46, 47, 49, 63, 65, 67, 77, 91, 94,
97, 99
Total 19
45 term hours
50, 52, 71

Total 3

38 hours
1

Total 1

45 hours
7
8 majors
8

Total 1
Total 1

37i hours

19 (m.s.)

Total 1

20 semester units and thesis
34

Total 1

24 semester units
34 (comprehensive examination plan)

Total 1

*Courses transposed to semester units

63.
26 to 30 hours (including thesis)
72

Total 1

34 credits
70

Total 1

2 years and essay
64

Total 1

Explanations vague
60

Total 1

35 credits
61

Total 1

36 quarter hours and thesis
66

Total 1

45 quarter hours or 9 courses and thesis
69

Total 1

9 majors (approximately 27 hours) and thesis
48

Total 1

4 course majors and 2 two-course minors and thesis
13 (1 years work)

Total 1

24 hours including thesis
26

Total 1

48 quarter hours including directed reading (12 hours)
29

Total 1

24 hours
30

Total 1

42 quarter hours and thesis
36

Total 1

60 quarter hours (no thesis)
39

Total 1

28 credit (1 year)
45

Total 1

27 units and dissertation
47

Total 1

30 units and essay
47

Total 1

64.

9 courses and thesis
59, 89

Total 2

24 to 30 hours

51
30 hours and professional paper (with permission)
54

Total 1
Total 1

12 year hours and thesis
86

8 courses and thesis
84

Total 1
Total 1

27 quarter credits and thesis
79

None (by examination)
12

Total 1
Total 1

32 hours (including thesis)
55

16 session hours (including thesis)
56

Total 1
Total 1

12 COurses
59

Total 1

65.

VIII.

MINll~~

OF CREDITS IN EDUCATION REQUIR2D

12 hours
4, 13, 14, 17, 18, 37, 46, 53, 54, 58, 65, 77, 91, 94

Total 14
16 hours
7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 20, 60, 75, 87

Total 9

18 hours
21, 22, 27, 38, 44, 73, 90, 99, 100

Total

9

20 hours
1, 19, 23, 31, 40, 41, 55, 82

Total 8

15 hours (half)
11, 74, 76

Total 3

30 term-hours
50, 52, 69

Tota.l 3

3/5 of total hours
11, 96

!

of total credits
49, 63

22 quarter hours
36, 71

Total 2
TotAl 2
Total 2

48 quarter hours (all)
6

Total 1

18-:-52 hours
10

Tc·t8.1 1

28 hours (when thes.is is not preseHh:cl)
1

T'otal 1

2/3 of total hours
17

Total 1

27i hours of 37; hours
19

Total 1

32 hours
24

Total 1

66.
12-16 hours
30

Total 1

8 units
34 (thesis plan)

Total 1

12 units
34 (coTn;:Jrehensive examination pla.n)

Total 1

18 Quarter credits
79

Total 1

14 hours
78

None (oy ex!\m)
12

Total 1
Total I

22 credits
70

Total 1

6 or 8 courses
59

6 session hours and thesis
56

Tote.l 1
Total 1

5 majors (15 hours)
48

Total 1

9 units (where major is other than ~ducation)
47

Total 1

24 units
47

Tota.l 1

22 hours
43

19 hours
42

Total 1
Total 1

30-36 hours
35 (Ed. M.)

Total 1

28 quarter hours
39

Total 1

32 credit (2/3 of tota.l credits)
45

Tota.l 1

67.
17i hours
61

Tot8.1 1

27 quarter hours
93

Tota.1 1

18 to 24 hours
83

Total 1

2 course,s
86

Total 1

24 quarter hours
92

Total 1

68.
IX.

RE(UI::lliD GRADE

nr GRADUATE

SUBJECTS

"B" or better

1. 27. 37. 41. 42. 44, 46, 48, 53, 56 (not less than lie" in 4 session
hours), 58 63, 66, 67, 71, 75, 76, 79, 80, 81, 83, 86, 90, 96, 100
Total 25
IrB" average, not less than

"e"

4, 34, 40, 52, 59, 61, 73, 74, 87. 93

Tota.l 10

"B" average or better
5, 15. 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

Total 8

lie" or better
3, 7, 51 * • 65, 91, 95

Total 6

"Passed"
8. 54

Total 2

80% average, not less than 75%
13, 38

Total 2

HSatisfactory"
49, 89

Total 2

50. 65

Total 2

80%
'IB" in 3/4; not less than

"e"
Total 2

92. 99
"B" av., not lass than "C", not less than tlB" in major
98

Total 1

2/3 of credits "B" or better
82

Total 1

"Distinction"
64

Total 1

"B" or better in major; "B" avera.ge or better in minor
(not less than "C")
45

Total 1

"A" or "B" in 80% of courses
36

Total 1

* Not more than 5 hours of

11

C'~t 'Work

69.

Satisfactory--not more than 3 oourses of llunsatisfaotory'l
14

Total 1

"Good" or "F.xoellent"
35

Total 1

"B" in half--not less than "e"
11

Total 1

70.
X.

MAXTh~UM

OF GRADUATE

CR~DIT

ACCEPTED

FRO~;

OTHER GRADUATE

SCHOOLS TO !EDUCE ':';U.ANTITATIVE REeJIlREIviENT

6 hours
1, 3, 5, 13*, 15, 22, 27, 28, 30, 33, 43, 44, 49, 54, 62, 72, 76,
77, 91, 94, 99, laO
Total 22

o

hour
7, 8, 14, 21, 38, 41, 83, 93, 96, 97

Total la

8 hours
4, 9, 16, 33 ** , 40, 63, 66, 87

Total 8

10 hours
23, 58, 61, 74, 90

Total 5

1/3 of total
6, 50, 52, 55

Total 4

1/2 of total
51, 80

Total 2

9 quarter hours
71, 98

Total 2

1 year
64

Total 1

(7~ hours) ~ of total (excluding thesis)

53

Total 1

2 majors (6 hours)
48

Total 1

"Limited"
46

Total 1

16 term-hours (1/3 of total credits)
45

Total 1

16 quarter hours
39

Total 1

4 hours (exception)
34

Total 1

***Arrived at by deducting 18 hours and thesis from total
** Courses transposed to semester-hours
* Does not decrease resi1ence requirement

71.
12 hours
51

Total 1

4 hours
20

Total 1

12 hours
11 **

Total 1

**Courses transposed to semester hours

72.

XI.

o

OF EXTENSION COURSE CREDIT THAT
COUNTED OB TID5 !~STER'S DEGREE

~~Iu~j

W~Y

BE

hours
14, 13 (not counted as residence), 18, 20, 38, 40, 46, 37, 93, 96
Tota.l 10

6-18 hours
15, 22, 42, 43, 51, 62

Total 6

8 hours
4, 16, 66, 87, 97

Total 5

1/3 of total
6, 55

Total 2

6 hours
28, 100

Total 2

4 hours
99

Total 1

9 term hours
71

Total 1

1/2 of total
63

Total 1

None without approval
48

Total 1

16 term-hours (1/3 of total credits)
45

Total 1

4 hours (exception)
34

Total 1

9 hours
23

Total 1

Total (in extension center)
19

Total 1

73.

XII.

ZVALlihTION OF THESIS IN CREDIT UNITS

Indefinite
16. 17. 19. 26. 33*. 62. 63. 98
4 hours
20. 55. 58. 61, 72. 75, 78

Total 8
. Total 7

6 hours
3. II, 14. 15. 21. 23, 24. 27. 28. 32, 35, 42. 44. 73, 77. 91,
Total 20
94, 95, 96. 100
9 to 15 term-hours
71, 88

Total 2

3 hours
I, 28

Total 2

~

2 hours

I, 32

Total 2

8 quarter hours

6

Total 1

10 hours
51

Total 1

8 hours
83

Total 1

12 quarter hours
29

Total 1

5 hours
40

Tota.l 1

8 to 15 term-hours
50

Total 1

9 term-hours
52

Total 1

4 session hours**
56

Total 1

9 to 18 quarter hours
93
Thesis or Comprehensive Exam
76

Total 1

Total 1

**"session"--9 weeks
*2 sem. hou:,s of course work rr.ay be offered in lieu of thesis.
r:l'llJ1'"s.:,., t-.1'"R.nsnnSB.d t.o. .s.eme.s±er h.o.u.rs

74.

XIII.

FINAL

~~V.INATIONS

Oral

I, 2, 3, 4, 5,
26, 30, 31, 35, 37,
55, 57, 58, 59, 6O,
83, 88, 9O, 91, 92,

6, 7, 9, II, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 54,
62, 65, 69, 70, 73, 74, 75, 77, 79, 80, 81, 82,
93, 96, 98, 99
Total 61

Not specified as to form
10, 19, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 32, 33, 34, 36, 38, 39, 40, 46,
51, 56, 61, 63, 64, 66, 67, 68, 71, 76, 78, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 89,
94, 95, 97, 100
Total 37
Written
I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, II, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22 (course),
26, 30, 31, 35, 37, 41, 42, 43, 44, 50, 60, 65, 70, 72, 74, 77, 45,
79, 81
Total 35

75.
XIV.

DOCTOR'S DEGREE

Dissertation
2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 26, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37, 45, 47, 51, 52, 55, 60, 62, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 74, 75, 76, 77,
79, 82, 86, 85, 90, 91, 94, 95, 97, 100
Total 46
Final examinations (oral)
2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 26, 30, 34, 35, 36, 45, 47
51, 52, 60, 62, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 82, 85, 86,
90, 91, 94, 95, 97, 100
Total 41
Reading
2,
51, 52,
90, 91,

of foreign languages
3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 15, 17, 18, 26, 30, 31, 35, 36, 45,
55, 60, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 82, 85, 86,
94, 95, 97, 100
Total 41

Minimum
7,
64, 62,
95, 97,

of three years above bachelor's degree
8, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17, 18, 26, 35, 36, 37, 45, 47, 51, 52, 55, 60,
65, 66, 68, 67, 69, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 82, 85, 86, 90, 91, 94,
100
Total 39

French and German
2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 26, 30, 33, 36, 45, 47, 51,
52, 60, 64, 65, 66, 68, 69, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 85, 86, 90, 91, 94, 95,
97 (sub.), 100 (sub.)
Total 38
1 year in residence
7, 12, 16, 17, 18, 34, 36, 37, 45, 47, 51, 52, 55, 60, 64, 65, 66,
74, 75, 76, 77, 82, 85, 90, 91, 95, 97*, 100
Total 28
Preliminary examination
26, 30, 35, 36, 37, 45, 51, 52, 55, 60, 64, 65, 66, 74, 75, 76,
77, 82, 85, 86, 90, 91, 94, 97, 100
Total 25
examination
2, 3. 4, 7, 9, 12, 13, 16, 30, 31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 45, 62, 64,
68, 69, 76, 85, 90, 95
Total 23

(~a1ifying

*This is one school that permits the final year done in absentia-
Almost uni~ersally, the year of residence must be the final year.

76.

2 years in residence
26, 69, 74, 77, 94

Total 5

Final examinations (written)
65, 66, 86, 90, 97

Total 5

Successrul Educational experience
47, 62, 85 (Ed. D.), 100 (Ed. D.)

Total 4

Ninimum of 60 hours above master's degree
3, 4, 30

Total 3

Complete in 7 years
30, 97

Total 2

Minimum of 72 hours and dissertation
15, 57

Total 2

Minimum of 90 hours
2, 82

Total 2

Equivalent of master's degree prerequisite
62

Tota.l 1

Candidates must start berore 35th birthday
4

Tote.l 1

Complete final year within 3 years
60

or

candidacy
Total 1

Complete in 10 years
33

Total 1

Complete in 8 years
26

Total 1

